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We help law firms quickly answer questions about their contracts

Della is a contract review software which allows lawyers effectively manage their workload.
This means businesses and law firms can focus more time on legal work not paperwork.

At the core of Della is the ability to define your own checklists to review contracts.
Checklists simplify, reduce risk and speed up manual processes.

Thanks to its innovative use of AI, Della will answer the questions from your checklists, and
continuously learns from user corrections to accelerate the process even more. 
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About Della

Due Diligence Compliance

Accelerate contract review 
and detect potential red flags

Check agreements using your
internal policy checklists

Lease Review

Faster and more
accurate lease review

Multilingual review

Ability to review documents
in multiple languages
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Complexity
Compliance with GDPR

 Complex and changing regulations
Diversely applicable
Across various legal documents

USE CASE

THE CHALLENGE

Difficulty verifying client compliance

Data privacy law is complex, with many
new and changing laws making it difficult
for law firms to verify that all clients are
compliant. The Schrems II decision to
strike privacy shield is a great example
with a lot of client contracts left in limbo.

Personal data protection obligations can
be found in multiple types of documents,
not just Data Processing Agreement
(DPA) but also in Master Service
Agreement (MSA), but the wording of
the clauses often differ adding to the
complexity.

THE SOLUTION

How Della helps

With Della, you can create and reuse one checklist for multiple types of contracts to
verify GDPR compliance. Della makes it easier and faster to detect legal documents
that are non GDPR-compliant.



Built-in analytics
Della provides clear and
consistent answers to
questions about any legal
document

Multiple languages 
Della can analyse
documents in English,
French, Swedish and the
list is growing.

Market standards

Select from 20+ checklists
for specific document types,
for example Commercial
Leases, M&A and DD, or
create your own.

Review status 

You can add multiple users
to a project and monitor
review status/progress in
real-time 

Advanced reporting
Della provides instant and
bespoke reporting
capabilities. 

Della is a legal tech startup which accelerates the
review of any contract whilst retaining traceability

and reporting capabilities

Why Della?

Easy to use 
Anyone can use Della,
no technical skills
required
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Visit: www.dellalegal.com Email: hello@della.ai|

https://www.linkedin.com/company/29017965/admin/
https://twitter.com/della_legal

